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you should try, using spy if necessary, to obtain reliable information about















As it is deemed important that somebody should stay at Constantinople
for watching the movements of Russia as well as the situation in the Balkan
Peninsula. I have intention of dispatching for that purpose and am
desired (?) to be informed of your opinion as to what arrangements can best
be made for enabling him to successfully proceed (?) the object of his mission
15
After having sounded Turkish ambassador`s opinion and consulted with
, I have come to the conclusion that the latter would be able carry out
best his mission by going to Constantinople in private capacity under an
alias and if circumstances deem it desirable, that he should profess a certain
calling. He will choose one as he thinks fit. I can procure some letters of
introduction which may be useful to him, but for occasional access to British
Embassy, perhaps an introduction from London to the British Ambassador
to Turkey would be more in order. wishes to take 105




Considering the Anglo-Russian relations at Constantinople, it is deemed
inadvisable that we should approach British Gov.(?) in the sense suggested,
as the good offices (?) of British Ambassador in the matter would not
probably be attended with any tangible result beyond placing him in an




Iijima`s stay in Constantinople in private capacity affirmed (?)
He may go there as a correspondent 107
I think also newspapers correspondent is most preferable. Iijima assumes
name of . Telegrams to you will be addressed Shimbun Tokio. Please
register it108
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